
MEET THE 
SNEAKERHEADS

UNDERSTANDING SNEAKER CULTURE,  
STRAIGHT FROM THE COMMUNITY ITSELF

JORDANS. AIR FORCE ONES. YEEZYS. Sneakers aren’t just everyday footwear: they’re 

cultural icons. And in the age of surprise drops and resellers, sneaker culture is more 

active and influential than ever before. To understand more about what drives sneaker 

fanatics, Bleacher Report interviewed 1,000 of them about their lifestyles, their shoe 

preferences, and those Balenciagas that look like socks. HERE’S WHAT WE FOUND.

17
Average number of sneakers 
they have in their collection

$784
Average spend on sneakers  

in the last year

are interested in 
reselling sneakers 

for profit

view sneakers as 
an investment

73%

are proud of how 
much they spend 

on sneakers

83%

say they’ll never 
have enough 

sneakers

73% 51%

BY THE NUMBERS

THE SNEAKER ENTHUSIASTS

18%
OGs
walk confident in their 
unique take on classics

19%
CULTURE 
CREATORS
show off their success 
with crazy-rare kicks

21%
CLOUT CHASERS
stay ahead of the curve  
with cutting-edge styles

26%
TREND TRACKERS 
use popular brands to 

express themselves

17%
BENCHWARMERS 
hunt for discounts on 
mainstream sneakers  

(but not invested in the culture)

SNEAKER CULTURE BREAKDOWN

OGs CULTURE 
CREATORS

CLOUT 
CHASERS

TREND 
TRACKERS

PERSONALITY

DEMOS

SPLIT male/female

28% African American

44% A30-36

72% male

23% African American

55% A20-29

61% male

63% white

24% A13-19

63% female

71% white

50% A20-29

LIFESTYLE

• College grad

• Employed full-time

• Parent

• Post-grad degree

• Employed full-time

• Parent

• Full-time student

• H.S. or College

• Lives with parents  
or alone

• Some college

• Employed

• Lives on their own  
or with others

SNEAKERS

OWN 29 PAIRS
Spent $1,276 on sneakers 
in the last year
• Have always been  

into sneakers

• Keep up with sneaker 
brands, releases, styles, 
and trends

• 99% have a long list  
of sneakers they want 
to buy

OWN 19 PAIRS
Spent $1,196 on sneakers 
in the last year
• Equal parts new and 

vetted fans

• Keep up with sneaker 
prices, investments, 
community, and 
influence

• 88% judge people 
based on the sneakers 
they wear

OWN 14 PAIRS
Spent $761 on sneakers 
in the last year
• Been into sneakers for a 

few years

• Keep up with sneaker 
news, innovations, 
brands, and releases

• 77% take care in how 
they display their 
sneakers at home

OWN 15 PAIRS
Spent $561 on sneakers 
in the last year
• Gotten into sneakers 

over the past decade

• Keep up with sneaker 
brands, releases, styles, 
and trends

• 83% say their sneaker 
collection says a lot 
about them

BRANDS

• Trend higher for Nike, 
Jordan, Timberland, 
Polo Ralph Lauren,  
and Reebok

• Would personalize every 
aspect if they could

• Have waited in line at a 
store and pre-ordered 
new releases

• Most hyped for Gucci, 
Yeezy, Off-White, 
Balenciaga, Visvim,  
and Superga

• Like when people 
recognize their sneakers

• Shop speciality 
boutiques, athletic 
stores, and resellers

• Love Adidas, but brand 
loyalty is spread thin. 
Also follow high-end, 
like Gucci and Yeezy

• Show support for up-
and-coming brands

• Want to buy directly 
from apps and sites,  
like social media

• Big brand lovers, 
favoring Nike, Adidas, 
Converse, Puma,  
and Vans

• Always switching up the 
styles they wear

• Shop single brand  
and multi-brand stores 
and sites

STYLE

• Love limited editions

• Feel inspired and 
creative thanks to 
sneaker culture

• Most likely to say 
sneaker culture is really 
exciting right now

• Love tech innovations

• Show off and start 
conversations with  
their kicks

• Say sports have had a 
big influence on their 
sneaker style

• Love re-releases and 
collabs

• Sneakers help them 
impress others and find 
new friends

• Feel like sneaker culture 
is too over-hyped  
right now

• Love new colorways

• Their sneakers 
represent their 
personality

• Don’t want to hunt down 
hard-to-find sneakers

CONTENT

• Look to brands, 
sneakers sites & blogs, 
athletes, and Instagram

• Leaning into creativity 
and unique content is 
essential, as they’re 
looking for things they 
don’t see elsewhere

• Look to YouTube, 
Facebook, TV & movies, 
and fashion designers

• Expecting entertainment 
value from the industry, 
they like following 
sneaker-obsessed 
collectors

• Look to YouTube, 
Instagram, Snapchat, 
and their family

• Having a high follower 
count is crucial, along 
with reco’s from experts 
who make the industry 
relatable

• Look to brands,  
retailers, their friends, 
and magazines

• Expecting style 
inspiration and advice, 
they gravitate towards 
real life stories and 
people who tell it like 
it is

MEDIA

53%
use B/R*

28%
use B/R Kicks*

51%
use B/R*

34% 
use B/R Kicks*

36% 
use B/R

18% 
use B/R Kicks

46% 
use B/R*

13% 
use B/R Kicks

* indexes higher than all sneaker fans

• Driven
• Confident
• Unique
• Artistic

• Popular
• Athletic
• Introverted
• Analytical

• Thrill-seeking
• Social
• Trendy
• Flashy

• Chill
• Stylish
• Empathetic
• Independent

THE KICKER

THE MOST PASSIONATE  
SNEAKERHEADS LIVE ON B/R

13% 13% 24% 24%26%

BREAKDOWN OF THE GENERAL POPULATION

23% 24% 18% 9%26%

ON BLEACHER REPORT OR B/R KICKS

OGs Culture Creators Clout Chasers BenchwarmersTrend Trackers

Sneakers permeate their everyday browsing and spending. Fans say the hunt for 
sneakers is part of the fun, but in reality, they think brands should make it easier to 
actually find their sneakers to buy. Since brands have such a hold on the culture, 
dictating releases and how they’re marketed, Millennials and Gen Z expect them to 
reflect how they shop, dress, and stay connected.

pay attention to 
ads that have 

something to do 
with sneakers

80%

want sneaker 
brands to get 
more creative 

with their drops

84%

say online 
shopping for 

sneakers is the 
way of the future

88%

say sneaker 
culture should 

be more 
inclusive

71%

say there should 
be more gender 

neutral styles

71%

wish there was 
an easier way to 
keep up with the 

culture

69%

THE DROP THE CULTURE

METHODOLOGY: In partnership with Bleacher Report, Ypulse conducted a quantitative online survey of 1,000 sneaker enthusiasts aged 13 to 36 years old. 
Participants were sourced from Ypulse’s proprietary SurveyU community; n=500 are among the general population of sneaker enthusiasts and n=500 are 
users of Bleacher Report and/or B/R Kicks. The survey was fielded between 8/29/2018 to 9/11/2018.

HEARTBEATS


